
















Approximate Timer Setting: 

The timer setting will depend on many things, such as: 

1. Temperature desired

2. Thickness of the metal

3. Heat losses due to wind, drafts, etc.

As a rule of thumb, the system should be started at 50% for pre-heating. Appropriate 

adjustments will have to be made to reach and maintain the desired temperature. Therefore, 

until the system has stabilized, it is necessary to check the work every 10 minutes or so. 

Use of the Controller: 

The "Mini" controller can be used to control up to 4 power streamers simultaneously. Once the 

streamers are plugged in, the following procedure should be followed: 

1. Turn on main disconnect to controller.

2. Set percentage timer to 50%

3. Turn controller on. You should get a power on indicating light immediately. Within 30

seconds maximum you should have a heater on light.

4. After 10 minutes check temperature of weldment. If rate of heating is too slow, raise

timer.

5. Check weldment temperature periodically. When desired temperature is reached, reduce

timer to Yi its setting.

6. Check weldment about 5 minutes later. If temperature is still rising, decrease timer. If

temperature is falling, increase timer setting.

         Replacing Fuses in the Indicator Light/Fuse Container Assembly

1. Disconnect Power from Unit.

2. Using your thumb, press the indicating lamp lens in and twist to the left. Lamp and Fuse

Holder will pop out of panel.

3. Pry the fuse out of the fuse clips.

4. Replace the old fuse with a new ATQ-30 fuse (Duraline P/N 007800) by pushing fuse into

spring clips. USE ONLY ATQ-30 FUSES!
5. Insert Indicator Light/Fuse Container into Panel socket with fuse facing up.
6. Push unit into socket and rotate to the right when it bottoms out. It will lock in place.
7. Reconnect power to the Controller.
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General Precautions: 

1. Be sure the system is connected to 480V, 3-phase supply of 60 amperes minimum

capacity.

2. Have work as clean as possible.

3. Secure heaters tight to the work.

4. Shield work against wind, breezes, drafts, etc.

5. Set the percentage timer.

Special Cautions: 

A. The system has an excellent integral ground that is continuous from the #146 Control

Panel to the strip heaters. Care must be taken that the #146 Panel has an external lug,

which must have cable attached to it and running to a grounding rod or other

appropriate means of good grounding practices. Care must be taken that the welding

return offers a better path, otherwise the welding current will use the heater grounding

system. This will result in a failure in the controller wiring. All welding grounds should be

clean and tightly secured to the work. The welding cable and any connectors used {lugs

or other type) should be in good, clean condition.

8. PRIMARY VOLTAGE SHOULD NEVER EXCEED 480 VOLTS AT +5%

C. When replacing fuse, only Ferraz-Shawmut ATQ30 (30A, SOOV) must be used.

D. Care must be taken to ensure the heater plugs are fully seated in the receptacles.
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